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Abstract. While recent advances in computing/communications technology have enabled the
development and managed evolution of large scale system of systems (SoS) applications, lessons
learned from industry indicate that these projects are not always successful. A key problem is the
lack of a formal framework from which the development and management of SoS architectures
can be studied. This paper describes the key ingredients and approaches to formal analysis that
we believe will end up in this architectural infrastructure.

Introduction
The world is full of systems that are being upgraded from industrial- to information-age
capability. System upgrades are commonly driven by the need for enhancements, either by
expanding functionality or improving performance. Often, present-day systems are limited by
their ability to: (1) sense the surrounding environment in which they are operating, (2) look
ahead and anticipate events, and (3) control system behavior. In an effort to relax, or even
remove, these constraints, next-generation systems are incorporating advances in computing,
sensing, and communications. Sensors gather data which is fed to computers for advanced
processing. The enriched information leads to better decision making which in turn is fed back
to automated control systems. Through this process, the aforementioned barriers are overcome,
thereby providing the desired results.
The first important consequence of this trend is that over time, present-day reliance on
centralized management of operations will be replaced by operations that are partially or fully
decentralized. Design of the latter class of systems is significantly more difficult than for
centralized control. The second important observation is that there exists a growing class of
engineering applications for which long-term “managed evolution” of multiple individual
systems in the primary development goal (vs. the more common build, design, operate, retire
cycle). One particularly vexing problem lies at the intersection of these observations – that is, in
supporting continuous change in decentralized systems - either to rejuvenate them, reduce
support cost, or again enhance capability. Looking forward, this problem will only be
aggravated the ever increasing system complexity. The hypothesis of our work is that these
challenges can be kept in check through disciplined application of existing solutions and
extension and adaptation of techniques currently under development. Accordingly, the purposes
of this paper are to explain: (1) The context which requires an evolutionary architecture, (2) The
key architectural characteristics that position a system of systems to evolve over time, (3) The
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extent to which these characteristics have already been architected.

Systems of Systems
A system of systems is one of many names describing a particular decentralized architectural
paradigm. While there is no universal definition (Sage 2007) there is a general consensus about
several characteristics and the growing importance of these systems. In "The Art of Systems
Architecting" (Maier 2000) Maier and Rechtin define a system of systems as one in which its
components:
1. Fulfill valid purposes in their own right, and continue to operate to fulfill those purposes
if disassembled from the overall system
2. Are managed (at least in part) for their own purposes rather than the purposes of the
whole; the components systems are separately acquired and integrated but maintain a
continuing operational existence independent of the collaborative system.
Two key characteristics which derive from this definition are:
Emergence: Properties which do not belong to any of the constituent parts will emerge from
the combined system of systems.
Evolution: The system of systems will change over time as constituent systems are replaced.
Due to advances in system automation, systems of systems are an ever increasing reality of our
world. We see them in weather monitoring systems, where information is synthesized from large
arrays of heterogeneous and geographically distributed automated weather sensors. They are
appearing as smart homes and so-called smart spaces with automated lighting, heating (Clothier
2005). Looking ahead in field of Robotics are fully autonomous cars (Wikipedia 2007a} and
hazardous environment search teams (Robotic Search and Rescue 2007). Two important
present-day examples are the Internet and business Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.
The Internet is the classic example of a system of system done well. It is in a constant state
of growth and flux as computers and websites come and go, yet it continues to provide the
richest source of information on the planet. Business ERP systems are often excellent examples
of improperly designed systems of systems. Many ERP systems have been assembled ad-hoc
over time with no systems of systems engineering. As a case in point, in 2000, Ford Motor
Company decided to replace several custom mainframe based supply chain applications with a
unified solution from Oracle. In 2004, after investing millions of dollars, Ford Motor Company
decided “to transition back to the proven, current system.” (Ford 2004).
Ford's situation illustrates a very important and common problem. Systems of systems tend
to be large, expensive, and live for a long time. In this paradigm, dealing with obsolescence
becomes a major issue. For example version 10.20 of the HP-UX operating system is not only
out of support life but it is not even possible to purchase new computers that run it; however, it is
still actively used in many places. Migrating the computing platform is very expensive.
Companies know the day is coming when it can no longer be avoided. However, they will use
extreme measures to delay it for as long as possible. For example, the government has paid up to
$20,000 for a particular model of obsolete HP-UX hardware of the same vintage as the Pentium
processor.
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Lessons learned from industry clearly indicated that not all migration efforts succeed. The
critical success factors are the skill of the engineers and the complexity of the existing systems.
Ford was very determined to make the Oracle ERP system work and threw lots of money and
talent at the problem; however, the effort still failed. Many companies have been or will be
where Ford was - faced with a very complex problem and no easy answers. To reduce both the
likelihood and severity of failure in SoS projects, there is a strong need for techniques that will
enable reductions in SoS complexity and enable managed evolution.. While there may be little
help for existing systems of systems, it is important to add architectural features into the systems
of systems design that facilitate evolution during the migration of old systems or in the creation
new ones, thereby avoiding Ford's predicament.

Key Characteristics of an Evolutionary Architecture
All systems of systems evolve by nature, so we need to be precise in defining an evolutionary
architecture. For the purpose of this paper, an evolutionary system of systems architecture will
be defined as one which conforms to the following two principals:
•
•

The complexity of the system of systems framework does not grow as constituent
systems are added, removed, or replaced.
The constituent systems do not need to be re-engineered as other constituent systems are
added, removed, or replaced.

To understand this definition better, it is useful to look at the origins of many systems of
systems and how their architecture does not facilitate evolution. A system of systems commonly
begin as a single system. As additional functionality is needed, additional systems are added.
Over time the number of systems, interconnections, and interface protocols grows making the
system increasingly complex and difficult to maintain. During the evolution, while each of the
constituent systems may be documented, it's not uncommon that the overall system of systems
documentation is ignored. In the end it becomes a huge, mission critical, convoluted, and
undocumented mess as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Unmanaged Systems of Systems Evolution

Obsolescence will often drive the need to replace some constituent system. If we start with the
above example in the nth order state and try to replace one of the systems, we can immediately
see some of the problems. The first difficulty is that the new system either needs to support
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every interface protocol of the old system (natively or through an adapter), or the partner systems
will need to be updated to support newer protocols. In either case, this is a lot of work, as shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Replacement of a Constituent System in an Unmanaged N-th Order System of
Systems

We postulate that an evolutionary system of systems architecture, which can avoid this situation,
will have the following three characteristics: standard interfaces, interface layers, and a continual
system verification and validation process.

Standard Interfaces
The first step toward making life easier is to architect the system of systems around a
universal standard. The existence of such a standard means that when a system needs to be
replaced, re-architecting of interfaces will not be required. As shown in Figure 3, this is a huge
advantage and the first key to building an evolutionary architecture..

Figure 3. Replacement of a Constituent System in a Common Standard N-th Order System
of Systems

Maier and Rechtin observed that in the context of systems of systems, standards are network
goods. "For example, telephones are network goods. A telephone that doesn't connect to
anybody is not valuable. Two cellular telephone networks that can't interoperate are much less
valuable than if they can interoperate (Maier 2000).” It is therefore important to select standards
which are broadly used rather than expect a custom definition to become an industry standard.
While using a single standard interface provides a huge advantage, in practice it neither
completely solves the problem, nor is it completely realistic. If the new system has the same
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interfaces as the old, then the partner systems will each need to be guided to the new system.
This is the first limitation. As an example, consider moving a database from an old machine to a
new one. While relational database providers such as Oracle have provisions to handle this
scenario, it conceptually illustrates the point. The new server can be brought online and host up
the exact same database as the old server; however, to make it work each of the partner systems
will need to be taught the name of the new server. This can be difficult for various reasons such
as the source code of the legacy system has been lost, the developers of the legacy system have
left the company, or the legacy system will need a full qualification to comply with
governmental regulations.
The second limitation with using a single common standard interface is accommodating the need
for interfaces themselves to change over time. For example, IEEE 488.2 (GPIB) has been the
instrumentation connectivity standard for decades; however, it is being replaced by LAN due to
cost, speed, and expandability reasons (LXI 2007). It is therefore vital that a system of systems
have some means of migrating not only the constituent systems, but also the interface standards.

Interface Layers
A solution to these limitations is the inclusion of an abstraction or interface layer. In some
cases the layer can be very thin. For example, it is a common practice to alias the name of a web
server to the actual machine name. Therefore, when the time comes to change, the alias can be
redirected to the new server and the clients don't need to be aware of the change. In other cases
the layer needs to be more advanced. For example, the interface layer may need to negotiate a
physical interface boundary such as GPIB and LAN. The interface layers are the system of
systems engineer's primary control point to facilitate change. A system of systems with an
interface layer is depicted in the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Replacement of a Constituent System in a Interface Layer Based N-th Order
System of Systems

One of the complexities with evolving a system of systems is that they are often very
sensitive to downtime. For example, production lines are often systems of systems and cannot
tolerate periods of downtime for more than a few hours. Therefore, when the time comes to
change it is important that it can be done quickly and successfully. In the nth-order system of
system in Figure 1 this task is a nightmare. There can be so many change points that making the
change quickly is impossible. The testing of the new constituent system is limited because the
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emergent behavior of the system of systems can only be observed when all the pieces are in
place. Because of these issues, systems changes are usually very stressful periods of throwing
the switch and fixing the inevitable bugs as quickly as possible.

Figure 5. Transition of a Constituent System in a Interface Layer Based N-th Order System
of Systems
An intelligent interface layer can greatly assist this task. One approach is to bring both the
new system and the legacy system online in parallel with one of them being declared the
authoritative one. Messages to the old system can be replicated by the interface layer to the new
system allowing the developers to see some of the emergent system of systems behavior during
the testing phase without touching the partner systems. The interface layer then provides a single
control point for making a change - thus it is a fast process. When the change is made, messages
can still be sent to both systems, but now the new system, as the authoritative one, responds.
Thus, should unexpected behaviors be found when the switch happens, the interface layer
provides a mechanism for quickly reverting back to the old system. This process is shown in
Figure 5. This is a limited, but potent scenario, provided by having the interface layer. And
while interface layers won't solve all the evolution problems, it is a necessary control point to
being able to address many them.

Continual System Verification and Validation Process
When SoS behaviors and structures are small, easy to understand, and relatively static, then
the application of system standards and interfaces is likely to be sufficient for keeping the
difficulty of managed evolution in check. For all other cases, good long-term solutions to the
systematic and managed evolution of SoS architectures will employ a ``continual system
verification and validation process’’ as an integral part of ensuring design correctness,
preventing the managed system evolution straying from its intended pathway, and containing
recurring costs both in money and time. Moreover, with the ongoing advancement of
information-age systems, verification of design correctness and implementation will soon
demand approaches to design that are based on automated verification mechanisms (Jackson
2006, Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 2000). These mechanisms include:
•

Formal Models. We need ways to capture the design representation and it specification in an
unambiguous ``formal language'' that has precise semantics.
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•
•

Abstraction. Abstraction mechanisms eliminate details that are of no importance when
evaluating system performance and/or checking that a design satisfies a particular property.
Decomposition. Decomposition is the process of breaking a design at a given level of
hierarchy into subsystems and components that can be designed and verified almost
independently.

For both individual systems and SoS, standards and interfaces play the role of simplifying a
problem domain through abstraction. The use of formal models extends the range of problems
for which automated verification of correctness and decision making is possible.

Architectural Implementation
While each system of systems is unique and will need to select its own standards, interface
layers, and verification and validation processes, it is useful to examine some specific
implementations to understand the current state of the art. Where possible, methodologies and
tools to support architectural implementation and evaluation should build upon SoS
infrastructures already in place. We strongly believe that future Internet technologies will play a
central role in future SoS architectures.

Standard Interfaces
There are hundreds of standards available encompassing a wide diversity of fields (e.g.,
metric measurements, 120V power, English writing). For really large SoS, expecting everyone to
buy into small set of standard interfaces is likely to be overly optimistic. History indicates, for
example, that the use of language enables communication, but can also help to define the identity
of a society. Hence, rather than insist that all interfaces conform to a standard, an alternative
approach is to develop architectural frameworks so that they can work with heterogeneous
standard and interfaces. The World Wide Web is perhaps the most successful SoS that follows
this philosophy.
In his original vision for the World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee described two key
objectives: (1) To make the Web a collaborative medium; and (2) To make the Web
understandable and, thus, processable by machines. During the 1990-2000 time frame, the first
part of this vision has come to pass. Today's Web is designed for presentation of content to
humans. Humans are expected to interpret and understand the meaning of the content. The
second part of this vision is still in development and is called the Semantic Web. Briefly, the
Semantic Web aims to give information a well defined meaning, thereby enabling machine-to
machine communication.
Figure 6 shows the layers of standards currently in development for the Semantic Web
(Berners-Lee 2000). The lower layers define mechanisms for multi-lingual support of languages
and an ability to represent and link documents. The middle layers focus on the definition of
graphs of resources (this, after all, is the Internet), use of ontologies to define key concepts in
problem domains, and an ability to logically reason with collections of facts and rules. This
infrastructure will enable proofs – you can make an assertion, and the result will be true or false
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– and, eventually, provide guidance on issues related to trust. Can you always trust what you
read on the Internet? Of course not.

Figure 6. Semantic Web Layers

A second very interesting design feature for the Semantic Web is an ability or tolerance to
work in the presence of faults. An ideal system has no faults. Computer scientists have learned
over the past few decades, however, that if you want a system to be popular and well used, the
system has to work, even if it can’t work perfectly. A well designed system architecture should
be tolerant to gaps in specifications, and where critical metrics of SoS functionality, performance
and/or properties will not be compromised, fill in missing details for imperfect applications.

Interface Layers
An interesting feature of the Internet is the ability to support a large number of simultaneous
standards. The key is multiple interface layers. Figure 7 shows the five layers of the Internet
reference model (Wikipedia 2007b).
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Figure 7. TCP/IP Internet Model

Business ERP systems are also starting to employ an abstraction layer described as the
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). An ESB piece of software, “that lies between the business
applications and enables communication among them.'' (Wikipedia 2007c). The ESB has been a
hot area of growth in recent years. Dennis Bryon of ebizQ notes, ``In my 2007 MOM/ESB
research, I found almost a dozen ESB/MOM OSS projects that began in 2003 or since that have
matured from the community stage to production (Byron 2007).'' The promises of the enterprise
service bus are inline with the needs of the evolutionary system of systems architecture: Faster
and cheaper accommodation of existing systems, increased flexibility, scalable, re-factorable
(Wikipedai 2007c).

Continual System Verification and Validation Process
At present, techniques for automated verification and validation of complex systems of
systems is an undeveloped field. Fortunately, there are several related areas from which key
technologies may be leveraged. The first is the Internet, a key example of a successful system of
systems, that solves this problem. The second is to examine work surrounding the automated
and formal verification and validation of complex monolithic systems. We believe that these
seemingly disparate fields will soon be linked through implementation of Semantic Web
technologies.
Example 1: The Internet. In considering how the internet performs continual verification and
validation, it’s important to consider separate what it does from how it does it. In terms of
maintaining the integrity of the information, the Internet's solution is to break, as anyone who has
stumbled upon "Error 404: Page Not Found" can attest. Under the hood, however, the internet
does have some continual processes running. Two styles worthy of note are the DNS system and
OSPF network routing scheme. The 13 root servers at the top of the DNS system are a single
point of the Internet infrastructure which if lost would disrupt the entire Internet. On occasion,
the servers have come under attack. The continual verification and validation process for these
servers is provided by server redundancy and the 118,000 queries per second of normal use.
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(DNS 2007) Stability of the internet is provided by the redundancy, and an fault tolerant
architecture in which the internet can use cached information to slowly come to a stop giving the
system engineers time to repair the break. Another automated verification and validation system
is used by the network routers. There are multiple network paths to get from one point to
another. The networks use algorithms to pick the best one, and automatically reconfigure when a
path breaks.

Increasing cost to
ix error

Example 2: Mechanisms for Formal Validation and Verification. In established approaches
to system design, and as illustrated along the left-hand side of Figure 8, present-day procedures
for “system testing” are executed toward the end of system development. The well known
shortcoming of this approach to validation/verification is the excessive cost of fixing errors.
Emerging approaches to system design (Magee 2006, Sidorova 2007, Uchitel 2004) are based
upon formal methods and selective use of design abstractions. The new approach benefits system
design in two ways: (1) Concepts and notations from mathematics can provide methodological
assistance, facilitating the communication of ideas and the thinking process, and (2) Formal
methods allow us to calculate some properties of a design. by building design logic into
requirements and using formal models for synthesis of architecture-level representations. The
goal is to move design processes forward to the point where early detection of errors is possible
and system operations are correct-by-construction (Sidorova 2007). The new pathway of
development is shown along the right-hand side of Figure 8.
Requirements

Preliminary Design

Requirements
Phase where
design decisions
are made.

Formal Representation
of Requirements

Build little design logic
models.
Analyze them thoroughly
for potential violation of
requirements.
Don’t move forward until
design (or parts of design)
are provably correct.

Detailed Design
System Architecture

Implementation

Testing

Phase where
design errors
are found.

Reduced reliance on
testing here ... to minor
issues.

Implementation

Early detection of errors and "system operation" that

Traditional Approach to System
Design and Test.

Figure 8. Pathways of Traditional and Model-based System Development (Adapted from
Sidorova 2007)

Mechanisms for Formal SoS Synthesis. Ad-hoc approaches to system of systems synthesis are
limited by the size/complexity of problems that are tractable. The key benefit in formal
approaches to synthesis/validation is streamlining of both the efficiency and long-term accuracy
of this process. Each iteration of evolution simply builds on the previous version. The
incremental modification of a system of systems design and its formal specification will be much
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less work than returning to scratch each time.
Figure 9 shows a framework for system of systems synthesis, evaluation, and managed
evolution. The pathway from system of systems goal, scenarios, and requirements to a systemlevel architecture will be simplified through decomposition of goals and requirements. However,
the main challenge lies in system of systems synthesis -- primarily a bottom-up process -- from
already existing and operational systems. Each operational system will be described by a formal
model covering standards and interfaces (e.g., pre-conditions for operation; required protocols) ,
simplified models of behavior (e.g., finite state machine model), as well as properties the system
supports (e.g., guarantees on safety, progress, and so forth).
The system of systems architecture will support behaviors from the constituent systems, in
this case, systems A and B, as well as emergent behaviors. Emergent behaviors can be classified
into two groups: (1) those that are needed to fulfill the system of systems goals, and (2) those
that need to prevented (so-called side effects) Additional constraints on
modeling/communication may be required to prevent the second category. For details on an
framework for incremental modification of systems to satisfy these requirements, see the work of
Magee, Kramer and Uchitel (Uchitel 2004).
Cyclical ProcessDuetoChanges inRequirements or
Constitu
tentSystems
Requirements
-Functionality
-Performance
-Cost

Synthesis
-Building/UpdatingSoSFormal Model
-Standards and In
terfaceLayers
-Pre- andPost-Conditions
-Finite Sta
te Machine

Design ofSystemArchitecture
-Validation of
Compatibility
-Prediction ofSoSbehavior
-Identifi
cation ofEmergentProperties
-Identifi
cation ofRequired Interfaces

Implementation
-Build or p
udate theSoS

A
FormalModel
ofSystem A
B
FormalModel
ofSystem B

Figure 9. Framework for System of System Synthesis, Evaluation, and Managed Evolution.

Linkage to the Semantic Web Capability. Semantic Web Technologies provide a convenient
framework for the representation, gathering, and logical evaluation of system capabilities, as
represented in the System Formal Models. Preliminary work in the direction, involving
description of problem domain ontologies, and logical reasoning between components has
recently been conducted by Austin and co-workers (Austin, Mayank and Shmunis, 2006a,
2006b). This work is currently being extended to multi-level representations of systems.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Our work has been motivated by the observation that although system of systems
applications are now well integrated into our modern world, formal methods for system of
systems design do not yet exist. Nonetheless, some of the systems have been designed well and
can evolve easily; others have not been designed well and changes are expensive and risky.
Moving forward it is important to adopt design principals which will facilitate change over time.
In this paper we defined an evolutionary system of system architecture as one in which the
complexity of the framework does not grow as the system scales and the partner systems do not
need modification as the system evolves. To realize an architecture of this type we need
standards, interface layers, and a continual verification and validation process. In looking at the
industry, we can find several example implementations of standards and interface layers.
Lacking in the industry is an automated validate and verification process. This shows the
pathway forward for development of this field.
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